
I. Introduction: List the the top 2-3 reasons you are at the University?  

A. Went to my Optomitrist yesterday:  

II. Vision is a Big Deal (Understatement of the Day!) 

A.  Scripture’s Stories and Metaphors + Proverbs 29:18:  “Where there is no vision (revelation) the people will 
perish.”  

B. Vision Defined: Biblical Vision is a revelation of God’s reality, truth and purposes. To have a vision is to rightly perceive the 
reality of the reality of the Creator and His agenda in the beginning, in the here and now and for the not yet future. 

C. Take-a-way: Vision is an indispensable quality of of being a follower (disciple) of Jesus  

III. ATTRIBUTES OF  VISION. 

A. VISION IS A COMPELLING MOTIVATION TOWARD THE FUTURE. 
  
1. What Stirs you up – gets you going?  

a. What Stirs Jesus Up?  

B. GOD’S VISION CREATES A RADICALLY CHANGED VIEW OF REALITY. 

1.  Stories About The Transforming Power of A God Given Vision. 
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Got Vision?

a. ABRAHAM —> God’s revelations made him a faith-moved pilgrim searching for a land of promise where God 
dwells. –– In our world seeing is believing, but for Abraham believing was seeing. 

b.  MOSES —>  The Burning Bush Revelation transformed him into an angel (messenger) of liberation and a 
shepherd of souls for God. 

c. THE 3 HEBREW CHILDREN (Daniel) —> to a stance of radical non-conformity to the dominating cultural 
conformity all around them. 

  
d. THE FISHERMEN DISCIPLES —> Left their nets and followed him. 

B. THE REVELATION OF JESUS CREATES A FUNDAMENTAL DIVIDING POINT BETWEEN ME AS A JESUS 
PERSON AND OTHERS.’  THIS IS SEEN IN THEIR VISION FOR…  

1. For  How I See God:  

2.  For How I See Self:  

3.  For  How I See The Community (church) of Jesus:  

  

4.  For How I See WWU: 

5.  For How I See The Marketplace and the Nations: 

6. For How I See Future:  

7. A person's vision (world view) reveals: what is of value to that person - and determines what things will receive 
attention.  Our day-to-day actions reveal what we see as ultimately important in life.  

8. The “fruit of ones life” is the outcome of a persons vision.  

a.  Bad vision: 
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Got Vision?

b. Good vision: 

c. Jesus said: “By their fruit you shall know them.”  (Matthew 7:15-20) 

C. JESUS’ VISION IS A COMPELLING MOTIVATIONAL POWER! 

1.  The Attribute In Action: (2Corinthians 5:14)  Paul:“It is the love of Christ that compels me to declare the 
good news!”  

2. Victor Frankel - Auschwitz survivor/psychologists Research   

"It is the peculiarity of man/woman that he/she can only live by looking to the future …” Frankel’s investigation suggests that it is 
essential to still have something meaningful to do.   

3. A Study on low and high performing University students 

 (a) Low Performing Students:  

 (b) High Performing Students?  

III. Underlying Assumptions of the Christian Visionary: 

A. The Spirit filled person understands that history is moving toward a definable point.  

Eph. 1:9–10; 22–23 And he made known to us the mystery of his will according to his good pleasure, which he purposed in Christ, to 
be put into effect when the times will have reached their fulfillment –– to bring all things in heaven and on earth together under one head, 
even Christ… And God placed all things under his feet and appointed him to be head over everything for the church, which is his body, the 
fullness of him who fills everything in every way.   

1. The Visionary Understands that:  

2. The Visionary Understands that:  

IV. THE INVIGORATING CHALLENGE OF BEING SPIRITUAL REALISTS! 

A. The Secular Accusation: “So heavenly minded they are no earthly good?”    
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Got Vision?

1. CS Lewis & Malcome Muggeriage’s Observation From History: 

B. CHRISTIAN VISION IS: 

1. OPTIMISTIC:-  

a. Christian vision is hope–filled, inspiring, touching on the deepest longings of the heart 

2. REALISTIC: - (Kingdom Parable of the Fish Matthew 13:47-48 ), (Kingdom Parable of Tares & Wheat Matthew 
13:24–30) –– the reality of human evil and  demonic antagonism. 

 –– “In this world you will suffer manny troubles, but be of good cheer for I have overcome the falleness of this world. 
(John 16:33)  

(a)  River Metaphor:  

V. ESTABLISHING A VISION -> THE CREATION/RECEPTION OF A GODLY VISION. 

A.   Four Fold Process!   

B.  Steps along the way!  

1.  Vision requires that we:  

2. The Attribute in Action: Matthew 12:41-43 9: 35-38; Mark 10:46-52 
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Got Vision?

 (a)   Vision must be shared.  

(b)  Vision must be embraced (retained) and encouraged in others of vision.  

a.  Some parts of God’s revealed vision is not popular:  

b. We need to have the tenacity of the Apostle Paul in Acts 26:19    "So then, King Agrippa, I was not disobedient to 
the vision from heaven.” 

(c) Vision must move  us to action.  Vision without action is merely wishful thinking. 

Ralf Winter’s said, “Rather than giving me a 100 people with a vision give me 5 who will live it!”  

VI. CONCLUSION 

A. The Christian leader who walks in the Spirit is meant to be a seer.  What he/she sees is rooted in the revelation of 
Jesus, the Poets, Prophets, and Apostles! --- and will certainly never contradict it in attitude, conduct, or 
direction.   

B. No matter what career or country they may find themselves in the Jesus person…  

1. Sees the race and runs in it. 

2. Sees the field and prays for laborers. 

3. Sees the field and works to harvest it. 

4. Sees the field and helps equip others to work in it. 

5. Sees the sheep and leads them to pasture. 

6. Sees the wolf and protects the sheep. 
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Got Vision?

C. WHAT ABOUT YOU? —> How has your encounter with Jesus impacted or changed the way you see your 
world, your campus, and your personal agenda for your future? 

1. What does it mean to be God’s prophetic visionary person now at WWU? 

2. What can you uniquely give to your campus because of your prophetic foresight?   
  
3. For whose benefit and service will you put your talents to work?  Will it be your Lord?  Or is “self ” what 

concerns and moves you? 

A VISION CLARIFICATION EXERCISE 

What questions help us move toward a clearer vision and actions? Here is a beginning place.  

1. List in order of significance the top 2-3 reasons you are at the University?  

2. List in order of importance the top 2-3 most significant needs you see in your fellow students at your  
 university. 

  
3. Write a brief obituary stating what you would hope to have said about you in your campus newspaper’s obituary 

column the day after you graduate.  

4. If you were the leader of CCF what 2 or 3 things would you either change or add to our present group’s life.  

5. What are the 2 or 3 most important personal contributions you can bring (if anything) to meeting the needs 
noted in question #2? 

6. In your perception what needs to change in CCF for its impact to grow at WWU?   

7. What is the greatest need you see on your campus?  

8.  What are specific ways that you could see those changes coming about?   
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Without a vision the people perish and the Christian simply gets bored and dulled in his/her 
adventure in Christ.  Don’t let this happen to you. 


